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surveying what’s new and exciting : inside and out 

words: Tamara Chuang

GIGI HEATER
by iRadium

Italy’s iRadium manages to give a surprisingly modern 
look to the humdrum heater by fusing modern materials 
with funky shapes. We like the whimsical Gigi, which 
adds comical personality to an everyday object. Shaped 
like a chunky stick figure, Gigi should amuse all the 
young ones, and young at heart. 

+ i-radium.com
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ARcHIquARIum
by Karl-Oskar Design Studio

Fish may not appreciate a bit of modern living but their 
owners now can, thanks to the Archiquarium, a series of 
architectural containers fit for underwater living. Long 
rectangular windows offer modern peepholes, not to 
mention a spacious skylight for viewing above. Designed by 
Karl-Oskar Ankarberg at the Karl-Oskar Design Studio, the 
aquariums are made of durable Corian, which is typically 
used in kitchen counters, while the base is solid wood. 

+ www.archiquarium.se

WAlnuT SWISS ARmy knIfE
by Wenger

The Wenger Swiss Army Knife has gone green. The 
Swiss company, which has its only U.S. store in 
Boulder, makes the EvoWood knife handles from 
Swiss Walnut scraps salvaged from other production 
processes. A dark stain creates distinct grain 
patterns, so each knife is unique. Four versions are 
available in concave or convex handles. 

+ www.wenger.ch

mAnGAS puf
by Gan

Stuffing the Mangas rug must have been its destiny. After all, “mangas” means sleeves in Spanish. The Mangas Puf is the 
latest alteration to designer Patricia Urquiola’s award-winning rug collection for GAN, which is Gandia Blasco’s textile brand. 
No longer just for feet, the unique hand-knotted wool rugs are filled with foam rubber to create a comfy ottoman. 

+ studiocomo.com
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dRop coAT HAnGER
by Peter Ulbrich and Oliver Zaiser

For a subtle spot to hang your coat, the utilitarian Drop takes 
up minimal space and doubles as a sculptural wall object. Hang 
your coat or scarf on the handmade porcelain or slide the tip of 
a hanger into its cavity. The Drop was designed by Peter Ulbrich 
and Oliver Zaiser, who work together at design friends in Germany. 

+ design-friends.de

EAmES HAnG-IT-All
by Herman Miller

The classic Eames Hang-It-All coat rack gets a sophisticated 
makeover and now comes in a black frame with solid walnut 
balls. But the limited-edition piece will never replace the 
original rainbow-colored version designed by Charles and Ray 
Eames in 1953 for Herman Miller. The updated rack is selling 
out everywhere and ends production in early 2011. 

+ dwr.com

cockTAIl pARTy cuT ouT
by Maxim Dalton

Get your own little Mid-Century Modern house with 
Maxim Dalton’s Cocktail Party Cut Out set, complete 
with Noguchi Table and Barcelona chairs. The poster 
comes in several sizes but you’ll have to cut out the 
30-piece set yourself. If you don’t want to do the 
work, it still makes a nice poster. The illustrator, 
based in Buenos Aires, says inspiration came from 
childhood. His aunt often traveled to Denmark and 
would bring him cutouts of classic Danish houses. 
“I always remember those as a lot of fun,” he said. 

+ http://www.imagekind.com/The-Cocktail-Party-Cut-
Out-Set
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SAyl offIcE cHAIR
by Herman Miller

Yves Béhar, the designer behind the seductive 
Jawbone headset and closed-toe Footprints for 
Birkenstock, has teamed with Herman Miller 
to produce an affordable and ergonomic work 
chair. The $399 SAYL, inspired by suspension 
bridges, ditches the typical metal frame in favor 
of woven netting held in place by a Y-shaped bar. 
The flexible chairback encourages a full range of 
movement and, ultimately, comfort. 

+ hermanmillercolorado.com
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pIxEl pIlloWS
by Cristian Zuzunaga

Tech meets textiles in the latest cushion collection from designer Cristian Zuzunaga. Inspired by pixels, the London-based designer 
blended the colorful polygons into the Squaring of the Circle series. There are three distinct products: Spirit, Soul and Fire. But 
don’t assume this is just a bunch of boxes. The patterns are inspired from “zooming in on images ... taken of cityscapes.” 

+ zuzunaga.com/Squaring-of-the-Circle

onHu cAnE
by Onhu

Growing old can be fun, according to New York design firm Onhu, which tackled the lack of well-designed products for 
aging friends and relatives. Its first product is the Onhu cane, a “walking stick with attitude.” Inspiration struck the 
design team at Onhu, which is Danish for “with great care,” while looking at Scandinavian furniture, bicycles, hockey 
sticks and skateboards. Grip strips offer better hold and prevent the cane from slipping when leaning against the wall. 
Dipped in a plethora of bicycle paint colors, the $125 Onhu cane includes a patent-pending tip made from the same 
material that provides cushioning, traction and support in athletic shoes. 

+ omhu.com

RubbER STool
by h220430 design studio

An ingenious twist on the fold-up stool comes from Japanese designers Satoshi Itasaka and Takuto Usami of the h220430 design 
studio. The duo took recycled rubber and formed it into a flat pattern that easily bends into an elegant stool. The legs are held 
together with bolts. When not in use, roll it up and store it away. Rubber Stool is currently a prototype. 

+ h220430.jp
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plumEn  vESSEl & 001 lIGHT bulb
by Hulgar

The light bulb gets a intricate update with the Plumen 
001, which replaces the rounded glass with two 
tubes that morph organically into an objet d’art. But 
it’s not just a thing of beauty, the Plumen bulb uses 
80 percent less energy and lasts eight times longer 
than incandescent bulbs. The bulb was a collaboration 
between London-based electronics boutique Hulger 
and artist Sam Wilkinson, who also engineered the 
architectural Plumen Vessel, a glass shade to mute the 
light without hiding the form of the bulb. 

+ plumen.com
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showroom:  753 Kalamath, Denver, CO 80204      303.893.1515      sourcefour.com

DUNA TRESTLE BASE  |   Classic, elegant design

endless possibilities
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Rook lAmp
by BluDot

The three-legged Rook lamp is a sturdy object, thanks to three solid legs. But 
did you know that the walnut table lamp does tricks? Watch it balance on one 
leg, then the other. And then the other. Designed by BluDot, the Rook offers 
just the change you may need when your interior is looking stale. 

+ www.bludot.com/lighting/rook-lamp

lIbRo lounGER
by Busnelli

The Libro lounger by Italy’s Busnelli provides the perfect 
reclining position for everyone. The chair acts like a giant 
book, with hinged pages made of polyurethane foam and 
polyester fiber. Relying on painted metal for its spine, 
the Libra’s sections flip like pages in a book to provide a 
different seating position depending on your mood. 

+ busnelli.it/it/products/view/3
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WAll TEARS
by Esque Studio

If rubbing balloons on your head and sticking them on the wall was a favorite childhood 
pastime, the grownup version must be Wall Tears, a series of balloon-like glass objects 
by artist Andi Kovel at Esque Studio. The tears, which are hand-blown and made of 
40 percent recycled glass, come in a variety of colors and sell 3 for $200. Buy a few 
sets and create your own installation. 

+ esquedesign.com

pETer
by Giorgio Biscaro Studio

Encourage the kids to go green with PETer, the 
bottle compactor. They’ll be slurping down the 
liquids just to put empty bottles in the mouth of 
the catchy little can crusher. Right now, PETer 
is just a concept from industrial art student 
Guillermo Juarez in Mexico. But he’s looking for 
feedback and a manufacturer. 

+behance.net/guillermojuarez



Mori Furniture Design
3440 Walnut St. Denver
p. 720.203.3649

www.morifurnituredesign.com

Heirloom quality furniture designed & 
built locally in Denver CO. 

Walnut St. showroom open weekdays
or weekends by appointment.
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comb-InATIon GARdEn TREllIS
by Arik Levy

Arik Levy redesigns the garden trellis with the Comb-
ination, a nature-inspired sculptural piece shaped like 
sections of a giant honeycomb. Made of zinc-plated sheet 
metal and powder-coated black, the modular Comb-ination 
appears to be climbing the wall alongside the plants it 
supports. 

+ http://flora-online.de/gb

milehimodern.com

modern rainforest retreat | $2,225,000


